Optical membrane mirrors are promising key components for future space telescopes. Due to their ultra-thin and high flexible properties, the surfaces of these membrane mirrors are susceptible to temperature variations. Therefore adaptive shape control of the mirror is essential to maintain the surface precision and to ensure its working performance. However, researches on modeling and control of membrane mirrors under thermal loads are sparse in open literatures. A 0.2 m diameter scale model of a polyimide membrane mirror is developed in this study. Three Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) patches are laminated on the non-reflective side of the membrane mirror to serve as in-plane actuators. A new mathematical model of the piezoelectric actuated membrane mirror in multiple fields, (i.e., thermal, mechanical, and electrical field) is established, with which dynamic and static behaviors of the mirror can be analyzed. A closed-loop membrane mirror shape control system is set up and a surface shape control method based on an influence function matrix of the mirror is then investigated. Several experiments including surface displacement tracking and thermal deformation alleviation are performed. The deviations range from 15 μm to 20 μm are eliminated within 0.1 s and the residual deformation is controlled to micron level, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed membrane shape control strategy and shows a satisfactory real-time performance. The proposed research provides a technological support and instruction for shape control of optical membrane mirrors. 
Introduction
Along with the development of deep space exploration, space communication, and earth observation technology, there is an increasing demand for high-resolution and wide-field optical mirrors used in space telescopes, radars, antennas, and energy collectors [1] . Large aperture mirrors have not only the ability of improving the clarity of a low-contrast image but also an increased field-of-vision that can greatly expand the range of earth observation [2] . Stable rigid materials are used as substrates for conventional large optical mirrors. These contribute to high costs, difficulty in processing, and long manufacturing cycles. Additionally, the dimensions of the rigid mirror are limited by its weight and the payload capacity of current launch vehicles. Therefore, a new technology called membrane optics has been proposed in recent years. A deployable membrane optical mirror has many advantages such as being ultra-lightweight and having a low areal density, which can potentially decrease the launching cost by reducing the launch vehicle size requirement. However, with an increase in mirror aperture and decrease in areal density, the stiffness drops, and the mirror becomes more vulnerable to outside interference. It is obvious that surface accuracy is of great importance to the performance of these mirrors. Large optical mirrors usually work in medium and geosynchronous earth orbits. Previous studies have demonstrated that the main cause of surface shape errors in these orbits is temperature variations [3] . Thus, the development of methods for closed-loop surface shape control of membrane mirrors under thermal loads is of considerable significance.
Many flatness control methods have been explored including in-plane patching-on/embedding-in, boundary actuation, and out-of-plane electrostatic actuation to ensure the surface accuracy of membrane mirrors. Various smart materials such as shape-memory alloys (SMAs) [4] , polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) films [5] [6] [7] , piezoelectric polymer actuators [8] , macrofiber composites [9, 10] , and microelectromechanical system transducers [11] have been used to control the surface shape of membrane structures. A parabolic deformable mirror with a piezoelectric thin film was studied and controlled based on an in-plane actuation strategy by Maji et al. [12] and the active control precision proved to reach the micron level. Errico et al. [13] developed a hybrid control method combining boundary piezoelectric tension with transverse electrostatic actuation. A 6-inch-thick membrane mirror was built and electrostatic pressure was used to pull the nominally flat mirror to a 32 m radius of curvature and to adaptively correct its aberrations. A series of tests on membrane shape control with SMA wires were undertaken by the Canadian Space Agency. A generic algorithm-based control system was developed and tested on a square membrane by Peng et al. [14] [15] [16] [17] and Wang et al. [18] [19] [20] investigated active flatness control of membrane structures under thermal and mechanical loads with SMA actuators. Furthermore, Shan et al. [21] in York University developed a photogrammetry software to measure the flatness of a membrane structure that actively boundary controlled by SMA wires. Mathematical models of the circular membrane mirror were studied by Jenkins and thermal load effects were taken into account later [22, 23] . The wrinkling of the membrane structure according to the thermoelastic boundary conditions was discussed [24] , and an adaptive control method was used to improve the surface accuracy of the membrane reflector [25] . Blandino [26, 27] and Hornig et al. [28] also surveyed and experimented on the wrinkling of membrane structures due to mechanical and thermal loads. A unimorph piezoelectric-actuated membrane mirror model was established by Shepherd [29] , and a closed-loop shape control that reached the micron level was achieved. Laslandes et al. [30] investigated actuator optimization of an ultrathin deformable mirror, whereas Rausch et al. [31] conducted a series of tests for a piezoelectric-actuated deformable mirror.
In this study, a mathematical model of a PVDF laminated membrane mirror in thermal, mechanical, and electrical field is established and expressions of the membrane forces and bending moments are derived. A 0.2 m diameter in-plane-actuated membrane mirror with laminated PVDF actuators is constructed for testing.
High-precision laser displacement sensors are used to measure the surface deviation of the membrane and serve as feedback for the closed-loop shape control system. An experimental platform for surface shape control of the mirror is setup and several experiments are performed to determine the efficiency of our mirror shape control methodology.
Modeling of the Membrane Mirror
This section describes the study of a PVDF laminated membrane mirror consisting of two layers (i.e., a polyimide substrate layer and a PVDF actuator layer). The scale model of the mirror in the polar coordinate system is presented in Figure 1 , where h s and h p are the thickness of the substrate and actuator layer respectively. Based on the Kirchhoff-Love theory for thin shells, the mirror model can be simplified from the fundamental form and governing equations to a generic double curvature shell with specified two Lamé parameters and two radii of curvature [32, 33] .
For the flat circular membrane mirror model, the two Lamé parameters are A 1 = 1 and A 2 = r; and the two radii of curvature are R 1 = R 2 = ∞. With the four parameters, one can simplify the double-curvature shell dynamic equations to the governing equations of the mirror model:
Substituting Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) into Eq. (3) to eliminate Q 1 and Q 2 yields (1) where q i is the distributed load component in the ith direction per unit area; N i is the membrane force per unit length; M i is the bending moment per unit length; Q i is the shear force per unit length; and u, v, and w are the displacements in the radial, angular, and transverse directions. Considering that the size in the thickness direction of the mirror is usually much less than that in the other two directions, only the vibration and deformation in the transverse direction are studied. Thus, it is assumed that ρh
In a real application in space, q 3 denotes the microgravity and solar radiation pressure component in the transverse direction, while q 1 and q 2 are ignored. Note that where ρ k and h k are the mass density and thickness of the kth layer respectively, and N is the total layer number. This membrane mirror model consists of a substrate layer and an actuator layer; thus, N = 2.
Utilizing the planar stress assumption that the principal stress normal to the surface is much smaller than the in-plane stresses, one may write σ zz = 0 and define the constitutive relationship of each layer: where the membrane strains e i and γ i are defined as (6)
∂θ . where the superscripts P and T denote the piezoelectric and thermal terms respectively, and N 0 denotes the membrane tension on the boundary of the mirror. Note that the thermal loads have no effect on the shear force and moment; external boundary tensioning will not induce shear forces and extra bending moments.
For an N layer laminated structure with total thickness h, where the kth laminae is located between the two (12) 
(14) 
planes z = z k and z = z k+1 , the following expressions can be derived [34] :
In order to address the coupling terms in matrix A ij , B ij , and D ij , the neutral axis of the composite mirror is defined in Figure 2 .
Where in Figure 2 , h s is the thickness of the substrate, h p is the thickness of the PVDF actuator, and d NA is the distance between the bottom surface and the neutral axis. d NA can be calculated by summing up the in-plane stresses over the total thickness and equating the sum to zero:
where E p and E s are the Young's modulus of PVDF and substrate; ν p and ν s are the Poisson's ratio of PVDF and substrate respectively. Solving Eq. (21) for d NA yields where In general, the material densities of the two layers are assumed to be similar and the mirror is constructed such that h p = d NA . From Eq. (22), one can derive the relationship below:
Next, we define two new parameters α and β as Solving Eqs. (18)- (20) with Eq. (15) and substituting α and β result in (18) 
where When the Poisson's ratio of two materials are similar, i.e., α ≈ 0, δ ≈ 0, and β ≈ 1, Eqs. (27)- (29) can be simplified to where Considering the ultrathin property of the deformable membrane mirror, the axial temperature gradient can be ignored compared with the radial temperature (27) distribution, which mainly induces thermal stress and strain in the optical system. Thus, the temperature field on the mirror is defined as T = T(r, θ). 
In order to eliminate N i from Eq. (45), the stress function φ = φ(r, θ, t) is introduced; this satisfies exactly Eqs.
(1) and (2) defined by Note that in-plane inertia are neglected from Eqs. (1) and (2) . Substituting N i from Eqs. (46)- (48) 
(49)
(50)
(51) 
Experimental Setup
An adaptive membrane shape control experimental platform is established as described in this section. The experimental setup is composed of two systems: a circular membrane mirror with fixed boundary condition (54)
and an active control system. Three laser displacement sensors produced by Keyence Corporation are used for measuring the surface deviation of the mirror for feedback shape control, and three PVDF patches are laminated to the nonreflective side of the mirror to serve as actuators for surface shape control. Figure 3 illustrates the system block diagram of the PVDF laminated membrane mirror in the laboratory experiments. A PXI-6284 A/D (analog-to-digital) card and a PXI-6723 D/A card provided by NI-DAQ (National Instruments) are used in the experimental setup for data acquisition of the sensors and outputs of the control signals. A high-performance embedded microcontroller PXI-8106 supplied by National Instruments is selected.
The adaptive shape control testing platform of the piezoelectric laminated membrane mirror is shown in Figure 4 . The hardware consists of a mirror testing system, a signal acquisition and controlling processing interface, a sensing/ actuating control cabinet, an industrial personal computer, and a laser displacement sensor controller. The sensing/actuating control cabinet contains a multichannel sensing signal conditioning circuit, an A/D conversion module, a D/A conversion module, a multichannel voltage amplifying circuit, and some other parts. The details of the mirror testing system are shown in Figure 5 . The PVDF laminated membrane mirror is carefully stretched by hand in all directions to remove any wrinkles that may be present and the mirror is then clamped by two aluminum rings on the boundary. The membrane mirror is supported and fixed on an optical bench by four aluminum supports. Three laser probe heads are hung vertically on the test mirror to measure the displacement of three points on the mirror. The three points, i.e., the centers of each PVDF actuator, which form a triangle, are used to represent the approximate surface deformation of the mirror in this experiment. A ceramic heater connected to a temperature controller is placed under the center of the mirror to serve as an external thermal load. The temperature of the ceramic heater can be adjusted from room temperature to 200 °C. Note that the ceramic heater cannot be seen in Figure 5 from this perspective and all leads have been removed from the PVDF actuators.
Three PVDF patches are laminated on the nonreflective side of the mirror by rubber cement as in-plane actuators. Ideally, it is assumed that the PVDF patches are fixed tightly onto the mirror and there is no relative displacement between the two layers. The layout of the PVDF actuators is shown in Figure 5 . The angle between each actuator is 120°. The dimensions of the membrane mirror and the PVDF patches are given in Table 1 .
The properties of the polyimide substrate and PVDF films are listed in Table 2 and Table 3 .
Implementation and Results
From the mathematical model established previously, we can find that the transverse deflection of the mirror is caused by the piezoelectric forces and moments induced by the PVDF actuators. However, because of the nonlinearity and complexity of the model, it is difficult to obtain analytical solutions and to establish a closedloop feedback control system for the model. In this section, a simplified method based on the influence function matrix (IFM) of the system is used to adaptively control the shape of the membrane mirror.
Influence Function Matrix
The IFM of the membrane mirror system is a matrix obtained by an experiment based on the proportional error feedback algorithm that can describe the relationship between the input voltage of each actuator and surface shape of the mirror under a particular layout of the PVDF actuators. In this method, the driving voltage of each actuator can be calculated in real time with laser displacement sensors that measure the surface in high frequency, and therefore, closed-loop control is achieved. Studies conducted in AFIT [29] , PSU [35] , and CIT [36] have proved that when implementing small membrane deflection control with PVDF actuators, the control effect can be deemed approximately linear, i.e., the transverse deformation of the mirror is assumed basically proportional to the voltage applied to the PVDF patches. Hence, voltages ranging from −200 V to 200 V at 50 V increments are applied to actuator No. 1 to validate this basic assumption. The deflection of reference point 1 is measured and recorded by the laser displacement sensor and then plotted in Figure 6 . The green stars are the original data collected by the displacement sensor under each voltage and the red line denotes the fitted straight line. The linear relationship between the voltage and membrane deformation can be observed in Figure 6 .
With the linear assumption above, the IFM of the mirror can be obtained by experimental identification. The centers of the three PVDF patches are selected as reference measuring positions of the laser displacement sensors. The three points form a triangle, which is used to approximately represent the surface shape of the mirror. Consider each displacement sensor signal as a static response vector of the mirror and put it in matrix R. Then the mirror static system could be expressed as where A is the unknown mirror system and X is an identity 3×3 matrix corresponding to a one-volt application to each of the actuators. The vectors w 1 , w 2 , and w 3 represent the displacement response of the mirror for a one-volt application to actuators 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Basically, A = R. For the control problem, where a desired surface w represented by three displacement data is desired, the problem to be solved is where v represents the control voltage inputs. By simplifying the expression, we obtain where K is the IMF of the mirror and is determined using Note that the IFM K acted on the error signal in the feedback path, where the error signal is defined as (55)
(60) w = w desired − w measured .. Then, the IFM K can be calculated using the data in Tables 4, 5 
Membrane Shape Tracking Experiments
To verify the correctness of the calculated value of K, a series of membrane shape tracking tests were performed. Different signals including sinusoidal, square, and linear waves are input into the control system as reference shape of the mirror and three outputs of the mirror are tracked simultaneously.
For displacement sensor No. 1, a sinusoidal signal is input as the desired shape:
For displacement sensor No. 2, a square signal is input as the desired shape:
For displacement sensor No. 3, a linear zero signal is input as the desired shape:
The membrane shape tracking tests for the three different desired shape signals are shown in Figure 7 (a), (b), and (c) respectively. The black line indicates the command input (i.e., the shape signal to be tracked) and the red dashed line is the closed-loop mirror displacement response. From Figure 7 , it can be observed that the shape signals are tracked with recognizable accuracy, which proves the effectiveness of the IFM for the membrane mirror shape control. (63) y(t) = 10, n ≤ t < n + 0.5, −10, n + 0.5 ≤ t < n + 1, n = 0, 1, 2, · · · (64) y(t) = 0. 
Adaptive Shape Control for Thermal Deformation
Thermal loads are the main cause of membrane distortion in outer space. In this section, we describe the investigation of the thermal deformation of the membrane mirror induced by a ceramic heater. The room temperature is approximately 25 °C during the experiment. The ceramic heater was started and the temperature controller was set at 40 °C. It is obvious that the membrane mirror will thermally deform when heated. A linear signal y(t) = 0 is input into the controller as the desired shape for sensor No. 1 to 3 to track so that the surface deviation can be decreased. The controller starts to work at the eighth second. The time-varying signals of three displacement sensors are shown in Figure 8 (a), (b), and (c). The black line represents the desired shape signal and the red dashed line denotes the controlled transverse deformation of the mirror. Figure 8 shows that mirror deformation occurs because of the thermal load and it increases gradually as the temperature rises. The deviations measured by the three displacement sensors range from 15 μm to 20 μm. However, the deviations in all three locations improve remarkably and rapidly after the controller begins to work at the eighth second. The residual deformation is controlled to the micron level. These experimental results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed membrane shape control strategy and show a satisfactory real-time performance.
Conclusions
(1) A mathematical model of a piezoelectric laminated membrane mirror in multiple fields is established. With specific Lamé parameters and radii of curvature, the governing equations of the mirror are simplified. The strain and stress of the mirror are calculated, respectively, from which the membrane force and bending moment expressions are derived. (2) A new transverse dynamic/static equation and a compatibility equation including piezoelectric and thermal effects are obtained. The dynamic and static behaviors of the membrane mirror are analyzed using these newly derived equations. (3) Owing to the complexity of the mathematical model, it is difficult to obtain analytical solutions for feedback control on the shape of the mirror. A surface shape control method based on IFM is investigated. (4) The IFM of the mirror is identified through experiments, and shape tracking experiments are then conducted. Different wave signals are input into the control system as reference shape and outputs (transverse deflection) of the mirror are monitored to track the desired membrane deformation with recognizable accuracy. 
